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“If you grow good garlic, people will 
love you for it. In fact, you can grow 
even fair garlic or even rather 
comestically-inferior garlic, and people 
will still compliment you for your pains” 
- Stanley Crawford, A Garlic Testament  



● Released January 2018
● American vs. Chinese 

garlic commerce 
relationship

● Christopher Ranch and 
Harmoni versus local 
American farmers

Garlic Breath



Humans consume up to 50 billion pounds of garlic per year



World’s Largest Garlic Producer



Dumping 
Selling a foreign product at an 
unfairly low price, undercutting 
the domestic industry 





The U.S. Tariff Act of 1930  

Title VII - “Anti-dumping” Tariff  

Section 307: prohibits export of goods made with any type of forced labor



Chinese Garlic 

California Garlic

vs.



Summary
The Plight of the Garlic Industry

The Problem? BIG GARLIC

Boon in demand in the US has rapidly increased production in China

BIG GARLIC in China produces cheap garlic which raises dumping, undercutting domestic producers

Large companies are not subject to dumping taxes, creating an overwhelmingly unbalanced playing 
field



Fresh Garlic Producers Association
The Hidden Truths:

FGPA claims its goal is to “stand up” for American garlic companies against the increasing number 
of Chinese garlic importers

Despite this claim, the FGPA allowed Christopher Ranch to exploit a loophole in the system 

The FGPA essentially dictates which companies were reviewed by the Chamber of Commerce

Because Christopher Ranch was FGPA’s biggest consumer, the FGPA did not want them to be 
reviewed for dumping



Summary
The Concern? BIG GARLIC IS GAMING THE SYSTEM

Entire industry is on the brink of takeover by HOI Inc. and Christopher Ranch

“Advocates” sought to submit a formal request for the Chamber of Commerce to review Harmoni’s 
production practices

No one wants to get involved as everyone was connected to larger companies

For them, it’s all about ECONOMIC JUSTICE

Large companies have the power and fiscal resources to exploit and undercut competitors 



Legal Injustices
Domestic producer bought a hidden camera and taped Chinese prisoners being forced to illegally peel 
garlic 14 to 16 hours a day

Some prisoners eventually lost all of their fingernails and were forced to use their teeth

Virtually all of this “prison garlic” goes to American consumers

The FGPA, despite its initial goal to initiate anti-dumping taxes, is the biggest threat to small companies 

Small farmers are being used in the battle between big companies 

In sum: “Nobody’s hands are clean in all of this”



The big bad 
corporation 
against the 

lowley 
American 

farmer



Is it actually “Rotten”?



The purchasing power of the consumer



January 12, 2018

Christopher Ranch is threatening to 
take Netflix to court, to force the 
company to take the series offline 



“Stop and smell the 
garlic. That’s all you 

have to do!” - 
William Ratner


